For immediate release
Alien Skin Software Announces “The Rest of the Best” Bundle!
Raleigh, NC (December 3, 2003) — Today, Alien Skin Software announced the release of The Rest of the Best
bundle. This collection of Photoshop plug-ins includes the boxed versions of Image Doctor, Splat! and Xenofex 2 for
$199 (US). Purchased separately, the value of these products is $357. Sales of the bundle will begin December 4th and
end December 31st, 2003. Available for physical shipment only, The Rest of the Best bundle must be purchased
directly from Alien Skin Software. Visit http://www.alienskin.com for more information or to purchase The Rest of the
Best bundle.
The Rest of the Best bundle includes three of the world’s most popular plug-in collections:
•

Image Doctor (Retail Value $129.00) — With these image correction filters, magically remove blemishes such
as moles, birthmarks, acne and scars. Restore heirloom photos; mend scratches, tears, creases and wrinkles.
Quickly remove text, stains, time codes and dust. Erase tattoos, lighten shadows, and fade under-eye circles.
Revitalize over compressed JPEGs, removing blocky compression artifacts while retaining detail.

•

Splat! (Retail Value $99.00) — A user-requested filter set, Splat! delivers frames, textures, edges, borders,
mosaics, and more. Splat! mattes and frames images, adds natural media to documents, creates mosaics and
thematic backgrounds, decorates invitations, and much more. Splat! works great with text, too.

•

Xenofex 2 (Retail Value $129.00) — Xenofex 2 delivers 14 more phenomenal effects for designers,
photographers and effects enthusiasts. Xenofex 2 simulates spectacular natural phenomena including
realistic lightning and clouds. Sophisticated distortions such as Television and Flag add to any palette of
effects. Transform photos into jigsaw puzzles, constellations and intricate mosaics. Faster, more realistic,
and easier-to-use, Xenofex 2 showcases 4 new filters and Mac OS X compatibility.

“We are extremely excited about the The Rest of the Best bundle. Offering savings of over $150, it is a fantastic
collection of practical and artistic plug-ins that any designer, artist or digital photographer will find indispensable,”
said Jeff Butterworth, President of Alien Skin Software.
For more information on The Rest of the Best Bundle, visit http://www.alienskin.com.
Alien Skin Software develops, markets, and supports easy-to-use special effects plug-ins for graphics applications.
Founded in 1993, Alien Skin is located in Raleigh, North Carolina and distributes its products worldwide. Contact
Alien Skin at http://www.alienskin.com.
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